
Project: Creation of meat processing complexes with the production of block meat and large-
sized cuts in vacuum packaging with a capacity of 1400 heads of small cattle per day

Information

Description, project history:
Funded in 2013.
The start year of implementation in 2015, the number of
workplaces – 80

Location: West Kazakhstan region, Akzhaiksky district

Production: block meat and large-piece slicing in the vacuum
packing

Current project status: problematic, not functioning

Project cost: 2 284 725 tenge (the project cost is approximate,
subject to changes depending on various factors)

Amount of required investments: 780 million tenge (start-up
of the plant , purchase of raw materials , payment of personnel)

The mechanism of realization of the project to a potential
investor: complex – buy and sell agreement, equipment -
secondary leasing

Support tools: installment payment

Brief description of the project: the project is 133 km from
the city of Uralsk, Western Kazakhstan and is the first project to
produce lamb of the highest category in vacuum packaging for
domestic and foreign markets. This project is the first
specialized complex for processing small cattle using advanced
technologies and a specified capacity

Target market: Russia, EU, Central Asia

Project capacity: 1,400 head per day or 420,000 head per year,
or 5,500 tons of meat products per year

Infrastructure: all the infrastructure on the investment site
(centralized power supply (capacity of the trasformator
substation is 1500 kW), centralized cold water supply,
Autonomous hot water supply, heat supply (gas), sewerage,
telephony, security and fire alarm systems, video surveillance, air
conditioning)

Reason of project problem: the project did not reach its
design capacity, poor quality management, management
problems

Cessation of activity 2018 year



List of assets Quantity

Workshop for slaughtering small cattle, building area
6,888,4 square meters, located on a land plot with a
total area of 4 hectares, belonging to the right of
temporary paid (long-term, short-term) land use (lease)
for a period of 49 years, the purpose of the land plot –
for maintenance (construction, building) of the
slaughtering shop of the MPC, located at the address:
West Kazakhstan region, Akzhaiksky district

1

Equipment of an Italian company «Rovani SrL» 1

Project implementation location Photos of the object:
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